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Functional Network Architecture Predicts Psychologically
Mediated Analgesia Related to Treatment in Chronic Knee
Pain Patients
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Placebo analgesia is an indicator of how efficiently the brain translates psychological signals conveyed by a treatment procedure into pain
relief. It has been demonstrated that functional connectivity between distributed brain regions predicts placebo analgesia in chronic back
pain patients. Greater network efficiency in baseline brain networks may allow better information transfer and facilitate adaptive
physiological responses to psychological aspects of treatment. Here, we theorized that topological network alignments in resting state
scans predict psychologically conditioned analgesic responses to acupuncture treatment in chronic knee osteoarthritis pain patients
(n � 45). Analgesia was induced by building positive expectations toward acupuncture treatment with verbal suggestion and heat pain
conditioning on a test site of the arm. This procedure induced significantly more analgesia after sham or real acupuncture on the test site
than in a control site. The psychologically conditioned analgesia was invariant to sham versus real treatment. Efficiency of information
transfer within local networks calculated with graph-theoretic measures (local efficiency and clustering coefficients) significantly pre-
dicted conditioned analgesia. Clustering coefficients in regions associated with memory, motivation, and pain modulation were closely
involved in predicting analgesia. Moreover, women showed higher clustering coefficients and marginally greater pain reduction than
men. Overall, analgesic response to placebo cues can be predicted from a priori resting state data by observing local network topology.
Such low-cost synchronizations may represent preparatory resources that facilitate subsequent performance of brain circuits in respond-
ing to adaptive environmental cues. This suggests a potential utility of network measures in predicting placebo response for clinical use.
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Introduction
Placebo research shows a direct engagement of the brain in
rendering psychological cues, such as positive bias toward a treat-
ment, into analgesic response (Benedetti et al., 2005). Under-
standing how intricately connected brain networks process
psychological cues associated with sham or real treatments and
translate them into a diminished experience of pain is an impor-
tant scientific challenge that has implications for new drug dis-
covery and improved pain therapeutics (Enck et al., 2013).

The brain is functionally a set of network systems that interact
to execute a particular psychobiological function (Egúiluz et al.,

2005; Bullmore et al., 2009; Biswal et al., 2010). New studies have
now offered several clues that baseline blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) activity and functional connectivity in dis-
crete brain regions provide a priori predictions of placebo
analgesia induced by subsequent treatment (Wager et al., 2011;
Hashmi et al., 2012; Kong et al., 2013). For instance, in healthy
subjects, placebo task-activated regions were also activated dur-
ing the baseline period (Wager et al., 2004; Watson et al., 2009).
These baseline activations were later shown to predict placebo anal-
gesia (Wager et al., 2011). Task-localized regions have also shown
greater baseline connectivity in chronic back pain patients that had
participated in a clinical trial (Hashmi et al., 2012). In these patients,
synchronization of prefrontal regions with widespread brain regions
particularly in a high BOLD frequency band forecasted positive pla-
cebo response suggesting a role of complexity and network-level
integration in enabling analgesic responses. Such brain network con-
figurations at baseline may serve as a resource for more effective
processing of psychological signals. For instance, efficient informa-
tion transfer may represent better preparatory resources to facilitate
adaptive physiological responses to pain.

To assess whether network configurations facilitate process-
ing of psychological aspects of treatment, we used the Watts–
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Strogatz “small-world” network model to assess network
architecture and information flow in the resting brain (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998). This model captures how efficiently a given in-
dividual’s brain transmits information between local and segre-
gated networks (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). Although this
technique is gaining popularity for investigating brain networks
that can stratify patients into different neuropsychiatric groups
(Bassett and Bullmore, 2009), the functional significance and
predictive capacity from a behavioral perspective is relatively un-
explored. From a brain-behavior perspective, principles of net-
work organization gleaned from graph-theoretic analysis have
shown association with individual variability in working memory
(Stevens et al., 2012; Langer et al., 2013) and intellectual ability
(van den Heuvel et al., 2009). However, a role of network config-
urations in facilitating adaptive responses to changes in the envi-
ronment has so far not been demonstrated. Here, we investigated
whether topologic network synchronizations during the baseline
period predict responses to psychologically induced analgesia in
chronic knee pain patients. To induce analgesia, positive expec-
tations for analgesic effects of acupuncture treatment were exper-
imentally enhanced using verbal suggestion and heat pain
conditioning (a model of associative learning). We hypothesized
that patients with more efficient network topology show greater
analgesic response to psychological conditioning and this rela-
tion is invariant to real versus sham acupuncture treatment.

Materials and Methods
Patient selection criteria. Experiments were conducted with approval
from the Massachusetts General Hospital Institution Review Board and
with the written consent of each patient. All patients were right-handed
and naive to acupuncture treatment to avoid confounds due to previous
learning or conditioning effects. Patients were told that the study was an
investigation of acupuncture analgesia and were debriefed about the de-
tails of the experiment after completion of all study procedures.

Patients suffering with knee osteoarthritis (OA; mean age � 57.9 � 7.2
SD, 25 women) for �3 months were recruited. All patients met classifi-
cation criteria suggested by the American College of Rheumatology for
grade 2 or 3 on the Kellgren–Lawrence Scale for radiographically grading
knee OA severity (Kellgren and Lawrence, 1957; Gossec et al., 2007;
Beattie et al., 2008). In addition, only the patients that had moderate or
high levels of clinical pain on most days during the past month (�15 d
out of 30, average daily pain of �3/10) in the left and/or right knee were
selected.

The exclusion criteria included interventional procedure for knee
pain, including corticosteroid injections within 6 months to the knee;
intent to undergo surgery during the time of involvement in the study;
presence of cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurological or psychiatric or
additional pain disorder with severity greater than knee OA pain; preg-
nancy; and difficulties in reading, speaking, or understanding the English
language (Peat et al., 2001). Of the total 67 patients enrolled in the study,
11 were dropped due to discomfort, technical failures, or scheduling
issues. Another three patients were dropped after failing screening for
illicit drugs and eight more patients were excluded because they did not
meet the criteria for stable pain rating in response to calibrated noxious
stimuli during the training sessions. The remaining 45 patients com-
pleted the study; image data from 2 patients were identified as noisy
during preprocessing and these patients were excluded from analyses.
One patient was excluded after the incidental discovery of a pre-existing
structural brain abnormality. Among the remaining 42 patients, 22 re-
ceived sham acupuncture and 20 received real acupuncture.

Overview of study design. The study tests the analgesic effects of verbal
suggestion and physical conditioning on sham and real acupuncture with
a model developed in our previous studies (Kong et al., 2009a,b). Patients
participated in three study sessions, where sessions 1 and 2 were used to
train patients to rate heat pain using the Gracely Sensory scales (Gracely
and Dubner, 1987; Gracely and Kwilosz, 1988) and to determine the

appropriate thermal stimulus intensities to be used during the functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) session. The Gracely Sensory Scale
is a descriptor differential scale that uses multiple verbal descriptors to
anchor pain on a 0 –20 scale. It provides reliable assessments of pain
intensity with good test–retest stability and internal consistency (Gracely
and Dubner, 1987 Gracely and Kwilosz, 1988). It is recommended for
comparison of an individual’s response at one point in time to his or her
response at a later time or to compare group responses. We have used this
scale for investigating placebo responses in several investigations that
form the basis for this study (Kong et al., 2005, 2006a, 2008, 2009a,b).

In addition, in session 2, patients underwent an initial conditioning
session using verbal suggestion and heat pain conditioning to introduce
them to the procedures. Session 3 was the actual test session and was held
at a minimum of 3 d after session 2. In this session, a resting state fMRI
scan was acquired followed by experimental pain conditioning. All ex-
perimental procedures and treatments were administered on the right
hand.

Thermal pain stimuli and pain assessment. Calibrated thermal pain
stimuli were delivered to the right medial aspect of the forearm using a
TSA-2001 Thermal Sensory Analyzer with a 3 � 3 cm probe (Medoc
Advanced Medical Systems). A series of stimuli were applied to one skin
site on the volar aspect of the arm using a grid (Kong et al., 2006a). The
stimulus was switched to a new site on the grid in random order between
series. All stimuli were initiated from a 32°C baseline, increased to a target
temperature, and presented for 12 s, including a 2.5 s ramp up and ramp
down. Interstimulus interval was jittered randomly to vary between 24
and 30 s. During that interval, patients were presented the Gracely rating
scale (Gracely and Dubner, 1987) and were prompted to rate their pain
with a button press. Between scans, the thermal probe was moved within
the 2 � 3 grid to new locations while ensuring that each stimulus series
was far enough apart in time (�5 min) to avoid sensitization or habitu-
ation effects (Kong et al., 2006b; Hashmi and Davis, 2008).

Evoked pain calibration. Session 1 consisted of two phases: calibration
phase used for training and stimulus temperature selection and a testing
phase. During the calibration phase, participants practiced rating on an
ascending series of heat stimuli. Temperatures that elicited subjective
intensity ratings in the LOW pain range (5–7 on the 0 –20 Sensory Scale)
and HIGH pain range (14 –17 on the Sensory Scale) were selected for
each participant. Next, the selected HIGH and LOW intensity stimuli
were applied in a random sequence to establish reliability of ratings for
stimuli presented in an unpredictable order. These sequences were ap-
plied on the test and the control side of the arm, and temperatures were
adjusted when necessary to ensure that subjective ratings of the temper-
ature established for that participant as HIGH or LOW were in the de-
sired range.

At the end of session 1 and the beginning of session 2, patients were
presented with a series of six HIGH stimuli identical to the precondition-
ing and postconditioning test stimuli to assess how reliably a participant
could rate noxious stimuli of identical intensities. Patients had to report
approximately equivalent ratings (average pain rating difference �1.5)
between stimulus repetitions and between radial and ulnar sides of their
arm to continue with the study. Internal consistency across trials in each
condition assessed with Cronbach’s � indicated that pain ratings were
consistent; � � 0.94 for all conditions.

Preconditioning pain response. In session 3, patients first rated two
repetitions of a series of six HIGH temperature stimuli (total 12 stimuli)
applied to two separate skin sites on the radial and ulnar side of their arm
(the order of side of arm was randomized between subjects). This testing
was conducted to establish a baseline or preconditioning pain response
to heat pain.

Verbal conditioning. Patients were psychologically conditioned to be-
lieve that acupuncture works only on the side of the arm where the
acupuncture needle is inserted. In fact, effects of real acupuncture or
sham treatments are generally not lateralized and may affect both sides of
the arm. According to the aims of this study, we tested whether verbal
suggestion and heat pain conditioning will induce lateralized analgesic
effects on the indicated side of the arm. Therefore, after testing for base-
line responses, patients were given verbal suggestion with a standardized
protocol. Patients were informed that “according to previous literature,
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acupuncture would produce analgesia only on the side of the arm where
the acupuncture needle is inserted.” To balance the study for laterality
affects, half of the patients were psychologically conditioned on the ulnar
side and the remaining half on the radial side of the arm. The term “test
side” denotes where the patients were conditioned to expect analgesia
and “control side” is where patients were conditioned not to expect
analgesia. Next, the real acupuncture or sham treatment was applied on
the test side.

Acupuncture administration. A licensed acupuncturist (J.K.) per-
formed sham and real acupuncture at LI3 and LI4. Real electroacupunc-
ture involved inserting an acupuncture needle into the skin to a depth of
�1.5 cm and moving it using Chinese traditional techniques until a
sensation of deqi and no sharp pain was evoked. The deqi sensation was
quantified with the Massachusetts General Hospital Acupuncture Sensa-
tion Scale (MASS; (Kong et al., 2005, 2009b; Zhu et al., 2013). The needles
were then connected to an electroacupuncture device, which passed a 2
Hz current into the skin (OMS Medical Supplies IC-1107; Kong et al.,
2005; Zhu et al., 2013). The electric stimulation was gradually increased
to the highest level that patients could tolerate without the sensation of
sharp pain.

In patients that received sham treatment, Streitberger needles were
used as the placebo treatment. The Streitberger needle has been well
validated as a sham device (Streitberger and Kleinhenz, 1998; Zhu et al.,
2013). The blunt Streitberger needle retracts into its handle when pressed
on the skin. The needle was placed on the surface of the skin and con-
nected to a deactivated electroacupuncture device. The procedure (real
or sham acupuncture) lasted 25 min.

Heat pain conditioning. This was followed by a physical pain condi-
tioning paradigm; the details of this procedure have been previously
published (Kong et al., 2006a). Briefly, a series of heat pain stimuli was
applied on the test side where the stimulus intensity was surreptitiously
lowered right after the sham (or real) acupuncture treatment to help
patients to associate acupuncture with analgesia. On the control side of
the arm, patients received temperatures they had associated with HIGH
pain from the preceding steps.

Note that the patients were unaware of the stimulus temperatures,
psychological maneuvers, and whether they received sham or real acu-
puncture up to the end of the study. To confirm the effects of the proce-
dures, each patient’s expectations were quantified at the beginning of the
session and again at the end of the session. Expectations were quantified
on a scale from 0 –10, where 0 is “does not work at all (no change)” and 10
is “complete pain relief.” Each patient was asked to mark the point on the
scale that signified how much he/she expected acupuncture treatment to
relieve the heat pain.

Postconditioning pain response. Patients were given only HIGH tem-
peratures on the radial and on the ulnar side of the medial forearm to
establish effectiveness of the experimental maneuvers (postconditioning
pain response) using identical procedures as those used for establishing
the preconditioning pain response.

Questionnaires. Questionnaire data collected in these patients in-
cluded the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) for
evaluating clinical pain. In addition, we collected demographic informa-
tion such as age, sex, and behavioral information such as for anxiety levels
(State and Trait Anxiety Questionnaire, STAI), depression (Beck Depres-
sion Inventory, BDI), and optimism (The Life Orientation Test, LOT)
only at the beginning of the study.

Quantification of psychologically conditioned analgesia. The primary
endpoint of the procedures was to quantify the analgesia related to
psychological conditioning and represents placebo analgesia. Patients
were conditioned to believe that the needling procedure would pro-
duce analgesia on the test side but not on the control side. To evaluate
the effect of psychological conditioning, we first established that per-
centage decrease in pain ((Postconditioning � Preconditioning)/Pre-
conditioning � 100%) was different between the test and the control
sides using a paired t test. Both the preconditioning and postcondi-
tioning pain responses were the average of two series of six stimuli.
The effect of psychological conditioning was measured as the differ-
ence in percentage decrease in pain responses between the test and the
control side.

Resting state acquisition. A resting state scan and a structural scan were
acquired before commencing the pain testing/conditioning procedures.
All brain network analysis was conducted using only the resting state scan
and structural data. Data were acquired with a 3 T TIM Trio scanner
(Siemens) using a 12-channel phased-array head coil. The functional
resting state data were obtained with a gradient-echo echo-planar imag-
ing (EPI) sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast. Structural data were
acquired as a high-resolution multi-echo T1-weighted magnetization-
prepared gradient-echo image (multi-echo MP-RAGE; van der Kouwe et
al., 2008).

While acquiring the resting state scan, patients were instructed to stay
awake, keep their eyes open, and remain still. EPI parameters were as
follows: TR � 3000 ms, FA � 85°, FOV � 216 mm, TE � 30 ms, 3 � 3 �
3 mm voxels, and 47 axial slices collected with interleaved acquisition and
no gap between slices. Each resting state scan lasted 6.2 min (124 time
points). The structural scan (multi-echo MP-RAGE; van der Kouwe et
al., 2008) parameters were as follows: TR � 2200 ms, TI � 1100 ms, TE �
1.54 ms for echo image 1–7.01 ms for echo image 4, FA � 7°, 1 � 1 � 1.3
mm voxels, and FOV � 230 mm. The multi-echo MP-RAGE allows
increased contrast through weighted averaging of the four derived
images.

Data preprocessing. Both FSL and AFNI were used to preprocess data in
line with procedures adapted for the 1000 functional connectome project
(Biswal et al., 2010). Data were slice time corrected for interleaved acqui-
sitions using Fourier interpolation, motion corrected using least-squares
alignment of each volume to the eighth image using Fourier interpola-
tion, despiked of extreme time series outliers using a continuous trans-
formation function, temporal bandpass filtered between 0.009 – 0.2 Hz
using Fourier transformation, and filtered to remove linear and qua-
dratic trends using AFNI. In addition, FSL was used for spatially smooth-
ing the images (Gaussian kernel full-width at half-maximum � 6 mm),
and for normalizing mean-based intensity by the same factor (10,000).
Next, nine nuisance signals (global mean, white matter (WM), CSF sig-
nals, and six motion parameters) were regressed out. The global signal
regressor was generated from a whole-brain mask by averaging across the
time series in all voxels in the mask. WM and CSF covariates were gen-
erated by first segmenting each individual’s high-resolution structural
image (using FAST in FSL), and second, thresholding the segmented
WM and CSF images to ensure 80% tissue type probability. Finally, the
BOLD time series was extracted from every voxel within a given mask and
averaged to generate the WM and CSF nuisance signal. The six motion
parameters generated in the FSL-based motion-correction step were
used to correct for motion. These six vectors included rotational move-
ment around three axes (pitch, yaw, and roll) and movement in each of
the three cardinal directions (X, Y, and Z). All of these steps were con-
ducted in native functional space.

For registration, FLIRT and FNIRT were used for transformations
from native functional and structural space to the Montreal Neurological
Institute MNI152 template with 2 � 2 � 2 mm resolution. First, the
high-resolution structural image was registered to the MNI152 2 mm
template with a 12 degree-of-freedom linear affine transformation. The
transformation was further refined using FNIRT nonlinear registration.
Next, each participant’s functional data were registered to their high-
resolution structural image using a linear transformation with 6 degrees
of freedom. The structural-to-standard nonlinear transformation matrix
was used to register the functional volume to MNI152 standard space.

Brain parcellation and time course extraction. To define nodes, we used
the Harvard Oxford Atlas to parcellate the brain. The atlas was modified
to separate the regions of interest (ROIs) that spanned both hemispheres
into separate ROIs for the right and left hemispheres. Regions above the
paramedial sulcus were labeled as dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (PFC)
and this region was further separated into an anterior (dMPFCa) and a
posterior (dMPFCp) region (Fig. 2A, middle bottom). The region occu-
pying the superior rostral sulcus below the paramedical sulcus was de-
marcated as medial prefrontal (MPFC). The inferior rostral sulcus was
demarcated as ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vMPFC). The lateral
aspect of the frontal pole (FP) was subdivided into a superior region
labeled as FP (Fig. 2A, right top) and an inferior region labeled as orbito-
frontal pole (OFP; Fig. 2A, right top) where the two regions are approx-
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imately above and below the frontomarginal sulcus, respectively. The
single ROI for the cingulate cortex was parcellated into the seven subre-
gions identified by Beckmann et al. (2009) derived from clustering of
functional and structural (tractography-based) connections of this re-
gion with the rest of the brain. The regions are shown in Figure 2 (middle
bottom). The remaining regions were retained as originally present in the
Harvard Oxford Atlas. The list of these regions and their coordinates are
given in Table 2. The 125 regions are designated as nodes for constructing
the graph. The BOLD time series were extracted from each voxel within
each node and averaged resulting in 125 time series in each patient. These
time series were used for observing network properties with graph anal-
ysis (Fig. 2B).

Graph construction. The networks were constructed and network mea-
sures were assessed using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox created by
Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 (https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/). All
formulae used for calculating network measures are provided in their
paper (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) and are available on the Toolbox
website. For each patient, the connectivity graph was constructed by
creating a 125 � 125 correlation matrix. The network was binarized by
thresholding the correlation matrix at values of T ranging from 0.1 to 0.5
in 0.05 increments (T � 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5). Thus
if two regions were connected at a value below T, the connection was set
equal to zero. All remaining cells were set equal to one. Low values of T
carry the risk of overestimation due to noisy, weak, or physiologically
insignificant connections. High thresholds, on the other hand, can frag-
ment the networks into a collection of smaller networks that lead to
overlooking correlations of functional importance and misrepresenting
the graph structure. There is no definitive method for selecting optimal
thresholds; hence it is customary to use a range of plausible thresholds
and visualize the results (Stevens et al., 2012).

We measured reachability at the tested thresholds to detect frag-
mented networks. Average reachability of the network is a measure of the
proportion of nodes that are connected by any path, regardless of the
path length (i.e., the number of intervening nodes that must be traversed
to reach one node from the other). A low reachability score implies a
fragmented graph where some nodes are completely disconnected from
all others in the network (Stevens et al., 2012). The average reachability of
the network was exactly 1 for values of T � 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and
0.35, which indicates that the graphs were completely connected. At
higher thresholds, a few nodes were disconnected from the graph (1 node
for most networks and in some cases 2–5 nodes especially at T � 0.5) and
hence removed before computing metrics. This shows that the graphs
were fully connected for most thresholds tested.

Thresholding at fixed values of T may yield networks that vary in
number of edges between subjects. First, as a control, we measured mean
degree of every network. This metric calculates the number of connec-
tions of a node averaged over all nodes and is thus a measure of mean
connectivity. In addition, we tested whether the main finding could be
reproduced with network density fixed in each subject (van Wijk et al.,
2010). For this we calculated the network threshold that was defined as
the total number of edges in a network divided by the maximum possible
number of edges, which results in cortical networks that have the same
number of connections in each network. Each correlation matrix was
thresholded over a wide range of link densities ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 at
0.1 increments.

Graph-theoretic metrics of network topology. We used graph-theoretic
metrics that are used for assessing network topology associated with
small-world organization in the brain (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Ru-
binov and Sporns, 2010). Small-world organization is depicted as clus-
ters of closely linked nodes where each cluster is connected with other
clusters with a few links between hubs within the cluster. This type of
organization reduces cost while allowing effective information sharing
between nodes. Small-world organization uses clustering coefficients
(Ccoef) and characteristic path length (Plength) for identifying the topo-
logical structure of a network. The main objective of this investigation
was to assess whether individual variability in network topology and
information transfer predicts psychologically induced analgesia. For this,

we selected four measures that reflect network topology and efficiency of
information transfer at the local level (Ccoef, local efficiency) and global
level (Plength, global efficiency).

Clustering coefficients, as the name suggests, measures the amount of
clustering in the network and is measured as the average proportion of
connectivity between each node’s nearest neighbors. Clustering coeffi-
cients is a measure of connectivity between neighbors or cliquiness
within a large-scale network. This property is also used for measuring
small-world organization by comparing the amount of clustering ob-
served in the network to a random network. Characteristic path length
measures the average number of links that must be traversed to connect
any two nodes in the network. “Network efficiency” is a measure of the
network’s capacity for parallel information transfer between nodes via
multiple series of edges. Global efficiency measures how efficiently infor-
mation can be transferred among nodes in the entire network (Latora
and Marchiori, 2001) and is computed as the inverse of the characteristic
path length. Local efficiency reflects how effectively information is trans-
ferred in a local network (Ginestet et al., 2011) and is calculated as the
average of all the subgraph’s global-efficiencies where each subgraph is
composed by the neighbors of a given node.

Statistics. Each of the selected metrics was computed for each node and
averaged over all nodes in the brain network of every patient for different
values of T. This mean value calculated in each patient was correlated
with his/her respective analgesic response (percentage pain decrease)
using a Pearson correlation. The metrics that showed a relation after
correcting for multiple comparisons at a false discovery rate (FDR) of
0.05 were considered to be significant.

Since the mean clustering coefficient showed a significant prediction
of analgesia, we further assessed the predictive strength of the relation-
ship by plotting prediction intervals in linear regressions measured in
networks constructed at T � 0.25 and confirmed the relationship with
robust regression. Prediction intervals were plotted to specify at what
probability a random variable selected from a future observation will lie
within a certain interval based on the current observation. For example,
if we collect a sample of observations and calculate a 95% prediction
interval based on that sample, there is a 95% probability that a future
observation will be contained within the prediction interval.

Due to a lack of a clear binarization between responders and nonre-
sponders, the magnitude of experimental modulation in pain was inves-
tigated mainly as a continuous variable. However, to visually explore
differences in network clustering, patients were separated into two equal
groups (responders and nonresponders) based on a median split in per-
centage pain decrease (median � �8.5).

To identify the underlying nodes that most robustly correlated with
the analgesic response, clustering coefficient and centrality measures
(between-ness and degree) of each individual node were correlated with
conditioned analgesia at a network threshold of T � 0.25 and the results
were corrected for multiple comparisons with FDR and regions were
displayed using BrainNet Viewer (Xia et al., 2013).

Results
Psychologically induced analgesia is invariant to real versus
sham acupuncture
The psychological maneuvers used in the study (verbal and phys-
ical conditioning) had a significant influence on evoked pain
responses observed in sham acupuncture- and real acupuncture-
treated patients. In the sham group, pain decreased signifi-
cantly more (T(1,21) � 3.14, p � 0.0049; paired t test) from
preconditioning-evoked pain (MEAN � 13.43 � 0.50 SEM) to
postconditioning-evoked pain (MEAN � 12.23 � 0.69 SEM) in
the side of the arm where patients were psychologically condi-
tioned to expect analgesia (test side). In comparison, there was no
significant change in pain (T(1,21) � �1.81, p � 0.085; paired t
test) in the control side between preconditioning (MEAN �
13.6 � 0.49 SEM) and postconditioning (MEAN � 14.03 � 0.5
SEM). The percentage decrease in pain that occurred in the test
side (MEAN � �9.65 � 3.17 SEM) was thus significantly greater
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(T(1,21) � �3.41, p � 0.0026) than in the
control side (MEAN � 4.23 � 2.12 SEM)
as shown in Figure 1A.

A similar pattern was observed in the
acupuncture-treated patients where the
preconditioning-evoked pain (MEAN �
12.74 � 0.47 SEM) was significantly higher
(T(1,19) � 3.35, p � 0.0033; paired t test)
than the postconditioning pain (MEAN �
11.5 � 0.53 SEM) in the test side. The con-
trol side showed no significant change
(T(1,21) � �0.62, p � 0.53; paired t test) in
evoked pain between preconditioning-
evoked (MEAN � 12.5 � 0.46 SEM) and
postconditioning-evoked pain (MEAN �
12.95 � 0.42 SEM). The percentage change
in pain that occurred in the test side
(MEAN � �9.35 � 2.84 SEM) was thus
significantly greater (T(1,19) � �2.98, p �
0.0077) than in the control side (MEAN � 3.87 � 2.4 SEM; Fig. 1A).
The final outcome of psychological conditioning on evoked pain
(percentage decrease in test side � control side) was therefore not
significantly different (T(1, 40) � 0.11, p � 0.91) between the sham
(MEAN � �13.89 � 4.1 SEM) and acupuncture (MEAN �
�13.23 � 4.44 SEM) groups (Fig. 1B). Since we had verified that the
psychologically induced analgesia was invariant to sham or real acu-
puncture, the results were pooled from both groups for subsequent
analyses.

Expectations for pain relief were significantly correlated with
percentage analgesia before (r � �0.50, *p � 0.001) and after the
imaging session (r � �0.41, *p � 0.008). Note that there was no
correlation between percentage analgesia and age, KOOS pain,
disease duration, anxiety, or depression (p � 0.05) measured at
baseline (i.e., before the imaging session; Table 1).

The psychological conditioning did not work equally well
in all patients. The marked interindividual variability in the
analgesic response is shown in Figure 1A and C. The percent-
age analgesia values representing each individual’s response to
psychological conditioning were used for investigating brain
network properties that underlie individual differences in psy-
chologically induced analgesia.

Association between graph-theoretic metrics and
psychologically induced analgesia
We used a structured approach and investigated local and global
graph-theoretic measures (Fig. 2; Table 2) that explain individual
differences in levels of psychologically induced analgesia. Thus,
on investigating whether local metrics (clustering coefficients
and local efficiency) or global metrics (path length and global
efficiency) predicted analgesic response, we observed a signifi-
cant and consistent relation with local network measures. Clus-
tering coefficients correlated with subsequent placebo analgesia
measured at most network thresholds (Fig. 3A): T � 0.1 (r �
�0.40, *p � 0.008), T � 0.15 (r � �0.44, *p � 0.003), 0.2 (r �
�0.45, *p � 0.003), 0.25 (r � �0.46, *p � 0.002), 0.3 (r � �0.43,
*p � 0.004), 0.35 (r � �0.38, *p � 0.012), 0.4 (r � �0.37, *p �
0.018), 0.45 (r � �0.40, *p � 0.010), and 0.5 (r � �0.30, p �
0.054; overall FDR corrected value q � 0.018). Similarly, local
efficiency also showed a relationship with placebo analgesia: T �
0.1 (r � �0.43, *p � 0.0052), T � 0.15 (r � �0.45, *p � 0.0028),
0.2 (r � �0.44, *p � 0.0038), 0.25 (r � �0.42, *p � 0.0058), 0.3
(r � �0.41, *p � 0.0071), 0.35 (r � �0.35, *p � 0.021), 0.4 (r �
�0.37, *p � 0.020), 0.45 (r � � 0.39, *p � 0.011), and 0.5 (r �

�0.33, *p � 0.033; over all FDR corrected value q � 0.023). Some
nodes were disconnected at T � 0.4, 0.45, and 0.5, and therefore
removed before calculating the metrics. However, the significant
relation was consistent across the range of thresholds. Due to the
similarity and overlap between clustering coefficients and local
efficiency, subsequent analysis only used clustering coefficient to
represent local connectivity. Note that characteristic path length
and global efficiency were not significantly associated with anal-
gesic response after FDR correction (q � 0.05, Fig. 3A). The
identified relationship was significant even after the multiple
comparisons for all five metrics and all thresholds were combined
in a single vector and corrected with FDR (main effect q � 0.021).
We also confirmed that the significant findings were not due the
variability in baseline preconditioning pain (p � 0.05). In addi-
tion, mean degree was not significantly correlated with placebo
analgesia indicating that local network topology and not mean
global connectivity predicted pain modulation (Fig. 3A).

On separating the patients into responders and nonre-
sponders using a median split of the percentage decrease (me-
dian � �8.5) as an arbitrary classification of patients into two
equal groups (Fig. 3B), the responders visibly showed greater
network clustering than in nonresponders. To calculate the
strength of the prediction, the relation between percentage de-
crease in pain and clustering coefficient measured at T � 0.25 was
plotted with prediction intervals and tested with a linear regres-
sion (Fig. 3C). There was a robust relationship between clustering
coefficients and psychologically induced analgesia (� � �0.46,
*p � 0.002). The coefficients remained significant when the rela-
tion was further confirmed with robust regression. There was no
effect of treatment type on the relationship between clustering
coefficients and placebo analgesia (� � 0.01, p � 0.99).

Figure 1. Psychological conditioning significantly reduced evoked pain in OA patients. A, The patients were psychologically
conditioned to expect analgesia in the test side of the arm. Patients reported greater analgesia (percentage decrease postcondi-
tioning to preconditioning) in test side relative to the control side in both sham and acupuncture-treated groups. B, The psycho-
logically conditioned analgesia was invariant to the type of treatment (sham vs real); both groups showed pain decrease specific to
the psychological conditioning. C, Histogram shows variability in response to psychological conditioning between individuals. Error
bars indicate � SEM, **p � 0.01.

Table 1. Relation between psychologically induced analgesia, demographic, and
behavioral data

Parameters Mean R value p value

Age (years) 57.9 � 7.2 0.25 0.1
Female sex, n 25 �0.31* 0.047
Duration (years) 4.6 � 3.2 0.21 0.28
KOOS pain intensity 58.2 � 15.6 0.046 0.77
STAI 25.6 � 6.0 0.07 0.66
BDI 5.2 � 6.8 0.032 0.84
LOT 23.3 � 5.17 �0.004 0.98

Age and behavioral data showed no significant relationship with placebo analgesia. Patient sex showed a marginally
significant relation suggesting greater placebo analgesia in women.
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In addition, partial correlation coefficients were significant
for most values of T: T � 0.1 (r � �0.40, *p � 0.008), 0.15 (r �
�0.44, *p � 0.003), 0.2 (r � �0.44, *p � 0.003), 0.25 (r � �0.46,
*p � 0.002), 0.3 (r � �0.43, *p � 0.004), 0.35 (r � �0.38, *p �
0.012), 0.4 (r � �0.36, *p � 0.012), and 0.45 (r � �0.40, *p �
0.001) after correction for treatment group (sham vs real acu-
puncture) and the relation was significant (q � 0.018) after FDR
correction for multiple comparisons.

To determine whether the findings were dependent on net-
work size, we measured the relation between clustering coeffi-
cients and percentage pain decrease by using a constant link
density in all patients. There was a significant correlation between
analgesia and clustering coefficients for link density adjusted at
0.1 (r � �0.37, *p � 0.014), 0.2 (r � �0.41, *p � 0.0065), 0.3
(r � �0.44, *p � 0.0033), 0.4 (r � �0.44, *p � 0.0034), and 0.5
(r � �0.46, *p � 0.002). Network clustering coefficients adjusted
at 0.25 link density shown in Figure 3D showed a significant
correlation with analgesia (r � 0.44, *p � 0.003) with no signif-
icant interaction for sham versus real acupuncture (p � 0.05).
Since the main finding was not affected by the thresholding
method, to avoid redundancy, the remaining analyses were con-
ducted using fixed thresholds.

Effect of age and behavioral measures
There was no significant relation between age and percentage
decrease in pain (r � 0.26, p � 0.10). Moreover, we did not find
any significant relation of age with clustering coefficients (p �
0.05). Hence the relation between percentage decrease in pain
and clustering coefficients was not affected when effects of age
were regressed out with a partial correlation and remained signif-
icant for the same values of T that showed significance before
correction. Clustering coefficients showed no significant rela-
tionship with knee pain (KOOS pain), anxiety (STAI), or depres-
sion (BDI) scores measured before the imaging session when
tested at all network thresholds (p � 0.05) measured before the

imaging procedures. In addition, the patient’s expectations for
pain relief did not correlate with clustering coefficients either
before or after session 2 (training session) or at any time point
during session 3 (imaging and test session) (p � 0.05).

Sex effects
There was a marginally significant (r � 0.31, *p � 0.047) corre-
lation between sex and percentage decrease in pain indicating
that more women responded to the conditioning effects (Fig. 4A,
Table 1). Moreover, women showed significantly higher cluster-
ing coefficients than men (FDR corrected p � 0.033) for values of
T � 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, and 0.4 (Fig. 4B,C). On the other
hand, clustering coefficients were coupled with analgesic re-
sponse in men, as well as in women and partial correlations con-
firmed that the main findings were not driven by a sex effect so
that the relationship between clustering coefficient and analgesia
remained significant after correcting for sex for T � 0.1 (r �
�0.34, *p � 0.028), 0.15 (r � �0.38, *p � 0.014), 0.2 (r � �0.38,
*p � 0.014), 0.25 (r � �0.4, *p � 0.010), 0.3 (r � �0.37, *p �
0.018), 0.35 (r � �0.31, *p � 0.045), and 0.45 (r � 0.33, *p �
0.033; FDR corrected q � 0.033). Thus, the overall coupling be-
tween pain modulation and graph metrics was applicable to both
men and women.

A multivariate ANOVA showed that women were not behav-
iorally different from men in baseline anxiety, depression, knee
pain, or optimism (p � 0.05). However, positive expectations
toward pain relief were significantly greater in women before the
imaging session commenced (F(1,41) � 4.9, p � 0.034) and also at
the end of the imaging session (F(1,41) � 4.4, p � 0.043). In
addition, we observed no sex difference in head motion (mean
absolute displacement (F(1,41) � 1.6, p � 0.21) and there was no
association between mean absolute displacement and clustering
coefficients at any value of T (p � 0.05). Furthermore, regional
analysis for sex differences in clustering coefficients (tested at T �

Figure 2. Parcellation scheme used for measuring network properties in the brain of resting OA patients. A, The network was constructed from 125 regions based on the Harvard Oxford Atlas (see
Table 2 for list of coordinates). B, Circle diagram showing local connectivity near the perimeter and long distance connections between nodes shown in randomly colored edges (mean of n � 42
displayed at T�0.6). The right (R) and left (L) sides of the circle represent the two brain hemispheres and the ordering of the nodes from top to bottom is organized based on their respective positions
on the brain from anterior (A) to posterior (P). S, superior; I, inferior. For abbreviations in B, see Table 2.
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0.25) was not significant after correction
for multiple comparisons (q � 0.05).

Brain regions with topological
properties associated with
psychological conditioning
Among the regions listed in Table 2, some
regions showed clustering coefficients
that correlated with percentage pain de-
crease after FDR correction (T � 0.25; Fig.
5A). In particular, regions involved in
cognitive modulation of pain and emo-
tion (for example, dorsal parts of lateral
and medial PFC, and anterior cingulate),
motivational brain circuitry (medial PFC,
nucleus accumbens, putamen, and globus
pallidus), memory (middle temporal re-
gions, posterior cingulate, and hippocam-
pus) as well as visual circuitry were closely
linked with experimentally induced anal-
gesia. Correlation values for individual re-
gions are shown in Table 3. On testing
whether these regions represent the cir-
cuitry driving the relationship, clustering
coefficients were computed after remov-
ing all 21 regions that had survived correc-
tion (Fig. 5A, Table 3). We found that
global clustering coefficients computed
from the remaining 113 regions signifi-
cantly correlated with analgesia (r � 0.32,
*p � 0.036). Thus, a few discrete regions
were more closely linked with mediating
this effect, but they were not critical in
driving the relation of analgesia. This sug-
gests that large-scale network topology
predicted the relationship with analgesia
and was not dependent on a few regions
(Fig. 5A, Table 3).

The nodal degree (a hub characteris-
tic) also showed a significant relation with
percentage pain decrease in several nodes
in the medial PFC (left and right dorsal,
medial and ventral), left frontal and or-
bitofrontal pole and left hippocampus. A
higher nodal degree in these regions pre-
dicted greater pain modulation (Fig. 5B).
Between-ness centrality, which is an alter-
native metric for computing hub-ness
showed no distinct regions that correlated
significantly with analgesia after FDR cor-
rection (q � 0.05).

The vMPFC is centrally involved in pain and emotion regula-
tion (Roy et al., 2012), especially in situations that require build-
ing of associations between cognitive processes and somatic cues
(Damasio, 1996; Lim et al., 2013; Winecoff et al., 2013). We tested
the functional connectivity of the right vMPFC known for its role
in negative affect (Hilz et al., 2006) with other nodes to under-
stand its role in adaptive pain responses to psychological cues.
There was a significant relationship between pain modulation
and the vMPFC functional connections with the dorsolateral PFC
(dlPFC; middle frontal gyrus, MFG), anterior cingulate, thala-
mus, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and middle tempo-
ral gyrus (Table 3) after FDR correction.

Discussion
Placebo conditioning is an experimental model for studying ef-
fects of psychological factors such as positive expectations and
previous learning in mediating analgesia. Consistent with our
previous studies that used a similar model in healthy subjects
(Kong et al., 2009a,b), we found that psychological factors are
able to induce experimental analgesia (as indicated by reduction
in evoked pain) in chronic knee OA pain patients (Price et al.,
2007). As previously observed in healthy subjects, effects of psy-
chological conditioning were comparable for real and sham acu-
puncture. We find that this psychobiological pain modulation
can be forecasted by how efficiently information is shared within

Figure 3. Network clustering in resting brain of OA patients predicts subsequent psychologically induced analgesia. A, Mean
clustering coefficients (CCoef) and local efficiency (LocEff) significantly correlates with percentage pain decrease at different
network thresholds (FDR corrected for multiple comparisons q � 0.05). Mean characteristic path length (Plength) and mean
global efficiency (GloEff) did not show a significant correlation after correction. B, Correlation matrix (n � n) for the 125 brain
regions (binarized at T � 0.25) visually shows greater clustering in brain networks of responders (RSP) than in nonresponders
(NRSP). The two patient groups were derived based on a median split of analgesic response to psychological conditioning (per-
centage decrease in pain). The ordering of the 125 regions is the same as in Table 2. C, Regression plots with prediction intervals
show that the relationship between mean clustering coefficients (measured at T � 0.25) and analgesia was not affected by the
type of treatment (sham vs real). D, Relation between mean clustering coefficients and percentage pain decrease was significant
when networks were thresholded using a constant link density of 0.25 with no significant interaction for sham versus real acu-
puncture. *p � 0.05.
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local networks in the brain. We provide evidence that network
topology of a resting brain prefaces the extent of pain modulation
that occurs after subsequent experimental procedures. This is a
first demonstration that topological network property predicts
adaptive response to environmental cues.

Brain imaging studies have shown psychobiological correlates
in the brain that process cognitive inputs associated with placebo
analgesia (Kong et al., 2006a; Meissner et al., 2011). Neurophar-
macologic studies in animals and humans implicate the endoge-
nous opiate system and dopaminergic-reward circuitry in
placebo analgesia (Benedetti et al., 2005; Zubieta et al., 2005,
2006; Colloca et al., 2013). The level of engagement of these sys-
tems varies in subjects and this individual variance is directly
linked with the extent of placebo-induced analgesia (Zubieta et
al., 2005; Scott et al., 2007, 2008). In addition, cognitive networks
activated in relation to placebo analgesia were shown to interact
with pain and affect modulating systems of the brain (Wager et
al., 2011; Hashmi et al., 2012; Kong et al., 2013). It is now being
discovered that the regions activated by placebo task after treat-
ment also show baseline activation signals before the placebo task
(Watson et al., 2009; Wager et al., 2011; Kong et al., 2013). For
instance, baseline brain activations predict analgesic responses to
placebo conditioning in healthy subjects (Wager et al., 2011).
Furthermore, functional connectivity between task localized re-
gions observed in a pretreatment scan was predictive of subse-
quent analgesia to placebo treatment in a clinical trial in chronic
back pain patients (Hashmi et al., 2012). More revealing were
findings that lateral frontal regions, which are invariably linked
with processing cognitive aspects of placebo treatments (Craggs
et al., 2007; Petrovic et al., 2010; Colloca et al., 2013), showed
greater power in the high-frequency band (0.12– 0.2 Hz) and
synchronization with a set of distinct regions widespread over the

brain in responders relative to nonre-
sponders. In place of task localization,
here we measured the architecture of
functional connections integrated over
the entire brain to see if it facilitates psy-
chologically induced analgesia. Local
network architecture such as local clus-
tering and local efficiency were corre-
lated with subsequent response to
expectancy enhancing cues associated
with a treatment. A higher clustering co-
efficient is considered to measure
cliquiness within a network and cap-
tures the network’s resilience against
random node damage and thus esti-
mates the robustness of a network (Stam
and Reijneveld, 2007). From an infor-
mation theory perspective, greater clus-
tering is associated with lower cost of
information transfer and the capacity to
transfer information locally in a net-
work (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). The
reasons for individual variance in these
network properties and associated anal-
gesic response are not clear and require
further investigation. One proximate
cause for these differences could be
short term, such as participation in the
experiment or the initial training. An-
other plausible explanation is long term
learning effects of previous treatment

history and/or the individual’s genetic makeup.
The extent to which network architecture can influence be-

havior or facilitate learning has not been clearly investigated.
Here we report that local networks that are typically associated
with memory, learning, and conditioning show better informa-
tion processing in relation with stronger analgesic response to
conditioning. The regions with topological characteristics
conducive for conditioned analgesia were also remarkably
similar to regions previously shown to be mobilized by pla-
cebo tasks in positron emission tomography and fMRI investi-
gations (Petrovic et al., 2005, 2010; Kong et al., 2006a; Craggs et
al., 2007, 2008; Eippert et al., 2009). Thus, the analgesic response
was associated with greater local connectivity of regions involved
in cognitive modulation of pain (dorsal PFC; (Benedetti, 2008;
Price et al., 2008; Hashmi et al., 2012) and motivation and learn-
ing (nucleus accumbens, medial PFC, hippocampus, temporal
cortices, and posterior cingulate; Brown and Aggleton, 2001;
Glahn et al., 2005; Baliki et al., 2010; Hashmi et al., 2013). Among
these regions, the nodal degree of prefrontal nodes and the hip-
pocampus showed higher global connectivity in relation with
greater placebo analgesia suggesting that these regions are impor-
tant hubs in facilitating placebo analgesia. In addition, stronger
vMPFC connections with limbic and memory circuitry on one
hand and executive control regions such as the dlPFC (MFG) and
dMPFC on the other, were observed in relation to placebo anal-
gesia. This connectivity pattern is an important mechanism im-
plicated in integrating contextual information with emotional
or painful processes such as building associations between
cognitive processes and somatic cues (Damasio, 1996; Roy et
al., 2012). Here we observe how these functions may be im-
portant in mediating placebo conditioning and illustrate how

Figure 4. Sex difference in brain network properties and analgesic response to psychological conditioning. A, Psychologically
induced analgesia was significantly greater in women than in men. B, Women suffering with OA showed significantly greater
clustering coefficients than men at most network thresholds. C, Circle diagrams showing network connectivity in women and men
at T � 0.6, *p � 0.05. Error bars indicate � SEM. For abbreviations, see Table 2.
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Table 2. Parcellation scheme used for defining brain nodes

Name Abbreviation X Y Z

1 Frontal pole FP_L �30 54 20
2 Orbitofrontal pole OFP_L �32 58 �6
3 Frontal orbital cortex FO_L �40 30 �14
4 Superior frontal gyrus SFG_L �22 22 54
5 Middle frontal gyrus MFG_L �40 20 44
6 Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis IFGpt_L �50 30 16
7 Inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis IFGpo_L �54 �20 46
8 Precentral gyrus PreC_L �44 �8 52
9 Postcentral gyrus PostC_L �58 32 40

10 Superior parietal lobule SPL_L �60 �48 32
11 Supramarginal gyrus, anterior division SMGa_L �54 �56 26
12 Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division SMGp_L �40 20 4
13 Angular gyrus Ang_L �48 �4 8
14 Frontal operculum cortex Fop_L �48 �32 20
15 Central opercular cortex Cop_L �48 �4 8
16 Parietal operculum cortex Pop_L �38 4 0
17 Insular cortex left Ins_L �4 �2 58
18 Caudate Caud_L �12 14 8
19 Thalamus Thal_L 10 �18 8
20 Putamen Put_L �20 �4 0
21 Globus pallidus GP_L �16 �2 �2
22 Hippocampus Hipp_L �28 �22 �16
23 Amygdala Amyg_L �24 �4 �18
24 Nucleus accumbens NAc_L �10 10 �8
25 Planum polare PlP_L �48 �4 �6
26 Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2) He_L �48 �18 6
27 Planum temporale PlT_L �60 �22 8
28 Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division STGa_L �58 �4 �6
29 Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division STGp_L �66 �26 6
30 Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division MTGa_L �58 �2 �22
31 Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division MTGp_L �66 �22 12
32 Middle temporal gyrus, temporo-occipital MTGto_L �60 �52 0
33 Temporal pole TP_L �40 16 �30
34 Inferior temporal gyrus, anterior division ITGa_L �50 �6 �40
35 Inferior temporal gyrus, posterior division ITGp_L �56 �32 �24
36 Inferior temporal gyrus, temporo-occipital ITGtp_L �56 �54 �18
37 Parahippocampal gyrus, anterior division bi pHippa_L �34 �6 �34
38 Parahippocampal gyrus, posterior division pHippp_L �34 �32 �18
39 Temporal fusiform cortex, anterior division TFCa_L �32 �6 �42
40 Temporal fusiform cortex, posterior division TFCp_L �36 �16 �32
41 Temporal occipital fusiform cortex TOF_L �34 �54 �16
42 Occipital fusiform gyrus OccFG_L �28 �76 �14
43 Lateral occipital cortex, superior division LOccs_L �40 �78 34
44 Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division LOcci_L �48 �78 �2
45 Dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, anterior dMPFCa_L �4 54 32
46 Dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, posterior dMPFCp_L �4 26 48
47 Medial prefrontal cortex MPFC_L �6 60 8
48 Ventral medial prefrontal cortex vMPFC_L �4 50 �20
49 Rostral anterior cingulate ACCr_L �6 18 34
50 Rostral anterior cingulate posterior ACCrp_L �6 �2 42
51 Caudal anterior cingulate ACCc_L �20 28 18
52 Subgenual anterior cingulate ACCsg_L �2 28 18
53 Rostral anterior cingulate mid posterior ACCrm_L �6 60 8
54 Mid anterior cingulate ACCm_L �4 50 �20
55 Supplementary motor area SMA_L �4 �2 58
56 Cingulate gyrus, posterior division Cingp_L �4 �64 38
57 Precuneus cortex pCun_L �4 �82 30
58 Cuneal cortex Cun_L �6 �74 12
59 Supracalcarine cortex Sc_L �2 �84 12
60 Intracalcarine cortex IC_L �28 �76 �14
61 Lingual gyrus Ling_R �2 �84 12
62 Occipital pole OccP_L �8 �100 6
63 Occipital pole OccP_R 8 �100 6
64 Lingual gyrus Ling_R 10 �68 �2

Table Continued

Table 2. Continued

Name Abbreviation X Y Z

65 Intracalcarine cortex IC_R 6 �68 12
66 Supracalcarine cortex Sc_R 2 �84 12
67 Cuneal cortex Cun_R 4 �82 30
68 Precuneus cortex pCun_R 4 �64 38
69 Cingulate gyrus, posterior division Cingp_R 4 34 36
70 Supplementary motor area SMA_R 4 �2 58
71 Mid anterior cingulate ACCm_R 6 �2 42
72 Rostral anterior cingulate mid posterior ACCrm_R 6 18 34
73 Subgenual anterior cingulate ACCsg_R 4 16 �14
74 Caudal anterior cingulate ACCc_R 4 40 �2
75 Rostral anterior cingulate posterior ACCrp_R 2 28 18
76 Rostral anterior cingulate ACCr_R 20 28 18
77 Ventral medial prefrontal cortex vMPFC_R 4 50 �20
78 Medial prefrontal cortex MPFC_R 6 60 8
79 Dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, posterior division dMPFCp_R 4 26 48
80 Dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, anterior division dMPFCa_R 4 54 32
81 Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division LOcci_R 48 �78 �2
82 Lateral occipital cortex, superior division LOccs_R 40 �78 34
83 Occipital fusiform gyrus OccFG_R 28 �76 �14
84 Temporal occipital fusiform cortex TOF_R 34 �54 �16
85 Temporal fusiform cortex, posterior division TFCp_R 36 �16 �32
86 Temporal fusiform cortex, anterior division TFCa_R 32 �6 �42
87 Parahippocampal gyrus, posterior division pHippp_R 34 �32 �18
88 Parahippocampal gyrus, anterior division bi pHippa_R 34 �6 �34
89 Inferior temporal gyrus, temporo-occipital ITGtp_R 56 �54 �18
90 Inferior temporal gyrus, posterior division ITGp_R 56 �32 �24
91 Inferior temporal gyrus, anterior division ITGa_R 50 �6 �40
92 Temporal pole TP_R 40 16 �30
93 Middle temporal gyrus, temporo-occipital MTGto_R 60 �52 0
94 Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division MTGp_R 66 �22 12
95 Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division MTGa_R 58 �2 �22
96 Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division STGP_R 66 �26 6
97 Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division STGa_R 58 �4 �6
98 Planum temporale PlT_R 60 �22 8
99 Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2) He_R 48 �18 �6

100 Planum polare r PlP_R 48 �4 �6
101 Brainstem BrStem 0 �26 �28
102 Nucleus accumbens Nac_R 10 10 �8
103 Amygdala Amyg_R 24 �4 �18
104 Hippocampus Hipp_R 28 �22 �16
105 Globus pallidus GP_R 16 �2 �2
106 Putamen Put_R 20 �4 0
107 Caudate Caud_R 12 12 10
108 Thalamus Thal_R 10 �18 8
109 Insular cortex Ins_R 38 4 0
110 Parietal operculum cortex Pop_R 48 �32 20
111 Central opercular cortex Cop_R 48 �4 8
112 Frontal operculum cortex Fop_R 40 20 4
113 Angular gyrus Ang_R 54 �56 26
114 Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division SMGp_R 60 �48 32
115 Supramarginal gyrus, anterior division SMGa_R 58 32 40
116 Superior parietal lobule SPL_R 32 �50 60
117 Postcentral gyrus PostC_R 54 �20 46
118 Precentral gyrus PreC_R 44 �8 52
119 Inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis IFGpo_R 54 14 16
120 Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis IFGpt_R �50 30 16
121 Middle frontal gyrus MFG_R 40 20 44
122 Superior frontal gyrus SFG_R 20 18 62
123 Frontal orbital cortex FO_R 40 30 �14
124 Orbitofrontal pole OFP_R 32 58 �6
125 Frontal pole FP_R 30 54 20

Parcellation scheme was a modified version of the Harvard Oxford Atlas (see Materials and Methods). Table shows
name of each region, abbreviations (also shown in Figure 1) and X, Y, Z coordinates for the center of each parcel.
Regions are organized to show left anterior to posterior regions followed by right posterior to anterior regions.
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strong local connectivity could be related to stronger condi-
tioning responses.

Although sex did not significantly influence the predictive
relationship between clustering and conditioned analgesia, the
marginally greater placebo analgesia and positive expectations
toward acupuncture treatment in women may be linked with
nuanced sex differences in pain perception (Hashmi and Davis,
2014). In addition, women showed markedly greater clustering in
resting brain networks as has been observed before in healthy and
patient populations (Douw et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2011).

Functional connectivity is associated with functional integra-
tion of rhythmic synchronized activity in neuronal ensembles
(Sporns et al., 2000a,b). In nonhuman primates, synchroniza-
tions of local field potentials between neuronal groups are known
to encode task-dependent and content-specific information
(Miller and Buschman, 2013). In humans, such neuronal syn-
chronizations of oscillatory signals have been demonstrated at
the large scale in functionally specialized but widely distributed

cortical regions in relation with normal
perceptual brain function (Hipp et al.,
2011, 2012). Functional connectivity be-
tween distributed but specialized neuro-
nal populations give rise to dynamic
interplay between functional integration
and segregation, which is in turn sug-
gested to underlie specific perceptual and
cognitive states (Sporns et al., 2000a).
Network architecture has been less clearly
defined in terms of its functional signifi-
cance and predictive properties. The pres-
ent finding has implications for network
topology as a further level of functional
integration in mediating brain processes.
Specifically, functional network architec-
ture may serve as a substrate that can
facilitate or diminish responses to psycho-
logical signals depending on the efficiency
of information transfer. Further evidence
supporting a role of network topology and
behavior has been shown as a relationship
between graph metrics and intellectual
ability (van den Heuvel et al., 2009) and
cognitive performance on a working
memory task (Stevens et al., 2012;
Langer et al., 2013). This suggests that
network topology and community
structure may be involved in increasing
preparatory resources such as by opti-
mizing information processing within
substrate networks that facilitates learn-
ing responses to perceptual cues.

This experimental paradigm tests how
analgesic response to active or sham treat-
ment is modulated by psychological cues
in chronic pain patients. The condition-
ing paradigm is based on a model of asso-
ciative learning (Colloca and Benedetti,
2006) that examines how analgesic re-
sponse to treatment is affected by clinical
history of a patient such as good therapeu-
tic alliance between patient and physi-
cians (Kelley et al., 2009; Colloca et al.,
2010) or previous treatment outcomes

(Miller et al., 2009; Enck et al., 2013). The outcomes hence mea-
sure the role of environmental factors and are independent of the
therapeutic effects produced by specific pharmacological agents
or medical interventions (Miller et al., 2009). While acupuncture
may or may not be better than a placebo intervention in treating
pain (Miller et al., 2009; Li and Kaptchuk, 2011), we observed
psychological factors to have a direct role in modulating pain
independent of any direct analgesic effects of the acupuncture
intervention. The fact that network architecture predicts psy-
chologically induced analgesia has strong implications for de-
veloping predictive tools that can help to isolate analgesic
effects specific to active treatments by accounting for psycho-
logical factors based on brain network properties. Potentially,
we may be able to more objectively characterize effects of
active therapeutic agents.

Overall, we demonstrate that chronic pain patients can be
expected to show analgesic responses to positive environmental
cues associated with clinical treatments. In addition, we provide

Figure 5. Brain regions with topological properties associated with analgesic response to psychological conditioning. A, Brain
networks that showed a significant relationship between clustering coefficient and percentage pain decrease in regions repre-
sented with randomly colored circles (FDR corrected T � 0.25). Regions involved in cognitive modulation of pain and emotion
(SFG, superior frontal gyrus; DMPFC, dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate– caudal and subgenual), motivational
brain circuitry (MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; NAc, nucleus accumbens, putamen, globus pallidus), memory (MT, temporal
regions; Cingp, posterior cingulate; Hip, hippocampus), and visual circuitry showed higher clustering coefficients in patients that
later showed greater psychologically conditioned analgesia. B, The centrality (degree) in regions shown in randomly colored circles
was positively correlated with greater analgesic response to conditioning (FDR correction T � 0.25). These regions included
bilateral MPFC regions (dorsal, ventral, and middle), the hippocampus (Hipp L), the left frontal pole (FPL), and the OFP. C, The right
ventral MPFC (vMPFC, shown in red) showed greater functional connectivity in relation with greater analgesic response in regions
shown in yellow including bilateral ACC caudal regions (ACCcaud), right middle frontal gyrus (MFG), right thalamus (Thal R), left
hippocampus (Hipp L), left parahippocampal gyrus anterior division (paraHippaL), and left middle temporal gyrus anterior (MT-
GaL). For other abbreviations, see Table 2.
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evidence that topological alignments in brain network during the
baseline period predict subsequent analgesic response to psycho-
logical conditioning. Such local configurations may represent
learned changes that increase preparatory resources and facilitate
subsequent performance of brain circuits that translate psycho-
logical signals into analgesia. Further investigation is required to
determine whether functional integration and network architec-
ture are fundamental components of the endogenous analgesic
response systems. This finding may potentially serve as a useful
predictor of analgesic responses, especially those specific to psy-
chological effects and has implications for new drug discovery
and improved clinical care of chronic pain patients.
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